
“MINI ZOOM: the most compact lamp adapted for precision work
(compact lamp adapted to precision works such as sewing, maquettism, watchmaking, etc.)  

Ideal in the office or at home”

PRECISION
For meticulous work
MINI ZOOM was created to facilitate the daily
activity of professionals and people doing activities
requiring meticulousness and attention. This
magnifying lamp is equipped with a Ø 9,5cm lens
with 3 dioptres (x1,75), without deformation on the
sides and a top-lens of 12 dioptres (x7) for an
optimum zoom.

LIGHTING
Economic and qualitative lighting
MINI ZOOM is supplied with a 12W fluorescent
circline diffusing cold lighting which is ideal to
highlight the details. The electronic ballast integrated
into the base significantly decreases the energetic
consumption so that you save money in very little
time.

ERGONOMICS
A studied design
This compact technical lamp with soft and curved
lines has got an adjustable double articulated arm
with a ball-joint at the head. It is very easy to handle.
Switch on the base to access it easily. Anti-dust valve
integrated.
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Discover our range 
of technical lamps!

SAP no. Colour
Energy 

consumed
KW/1000 h

Lm Lm/W Colour
T° CRI Source’s 

lifetime*
Warran

-ty
Ori-
gin Net weight EAN code

100340264 White 12 850 71 6400 K 85 8 years 1 year 1,4 kg 3595560008315

SWITCH
On the base

MOVEMENTS
Adjustable arm
Head adjustable in all directions

MATERIALS
ABS, lens in glass

DIRECTIVES

Technical features

DIMENSIONS

SOURCE
Electronic ballast 
integrated in the 

base

1 fluo circline
12W T4 G10Q (supplied)

* Calculated on the basis of a 1000 hours use of the lamp per year

Protective valve

Great handiness

Protective retail packaging
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